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DATE DAY PARTICULARS 

23/03/20 MONDAY Maths:Learn the rules for addition and subtraction from class work 

or text book. Ex.1.1, 1.2,1.3 

24/03/20 Tuesday Maths:  Learn multiplication tables 1 to 20 perfectly 2 times. 

26/03/20 Thursday ह िंहि:   वर्णमाला, मात्राऐ,  बार खड़ी क,च,र,प,म,ग 

Social: Find out about the discovery of gold and diamond in 

different regions of South Africa and the consequent 

developments that took place. 

Maths: Practice ch-2 fractions 

 

27/03/20 Friday తెలుగు: Ls. 12. రాణి శంకరమ్మ  I. స్వీ య రచన II. వా్య సరూప, ప్పశన  

జవ్యబులు. III. పదజాలం: సంతవ్యక్యా లు  

Maths: Practice ch-2 decimals 

28/03/20 Saturday Maths: learn the formulae of ch-11 completely. Practice Ex.11.1   

1,2,3 bits  Ex.11.2 1,to 4 bits. 

Science: Sketch a labelled diagram of “ Life cycle of a silk moth”. 

Flow chart of “ Fibre to wool/fabric”. 

List out various physical and chemical changes sun in your daily life  

30/03/20 Monday English: write  five sentences each for the four forms of the past 

tense. 

Maths: Practice Ex.11.3 and 11.4 

31/03/20 Tuesday Maths: Learn the laws of exponents and practice Ex. 13.1 

Science: what are the various modes of “asexual” reproduction? 

Sketch male & female reproductive parts of a flower? 

Explain various ways by which seeds are dispersed with neat 

labelled diagram? 

01/04/20 Wednesday Social: How can we contribute for creating sustainable 

development? 

Maths:Practice Ex.13.2, 13.3 

02/04/20 Thursday ह िंहि: वर्ण हवर्य पर हिबिंध हलखखए !   

Maths: Learn the concepts of Algebra and practice Ex.12.1 

03/04/20 Friday తెలుగు: Ls.3.శతక సుధ, 1,2,3, పద్యా లు- భావ్యలు. 

Ls. 7. శిల్పి  , 2,3,6  పద్యా లు- భావ్యలు.  దీ ంధీ  , ద్వీ గు సమాసాలు  
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Maths:practice Ex:12.2 

04/04/20 Saturday Maths:practice Ex:12.3 

06/04/20 Monday English: Write biographical sketch of our Prime- Minister 

Mr.Narendra Modi Sir. 

Maths:  practice Ex:9.1, 9.2 

07/04/20 Tuesday Maths: Learn the concept of percentage, Ratio,Proportion, Profit, 

Loss, simple interest formulae and practice till you remember. 

Science: 1. Draw various symbols of electric components? 

2. Draw a simple electric circuit using electric component symbols? 

3. Explain differences between concave & convex lens?  It uses? 

08/04/20 Wednesday Social: Write about the merits and demerits of a settled life vs 

nomadic life.  

Maths: Practice Ex.8.1, 8.2 

09/04/20 Thursday ह िंहि:  प्रधािाध्यापकज़ी को पत्र हलखखए   

Maths: Practice Ex. 8.3 and simple interest. 

10/04/20 Friday తెలుగు: Ls. 10. స్వత ఇషా్టలు, స్వీ య రచన ప్పశన  జవ్యబులు . 

Ls. 11.  ీ లులు ొంంనన వ  డ్డ  ,  స్వీ య రచన ప్పశన  జవ్యబులు. 

II.Ls.5 to 12  రకు ఉనన  సందులు. 

Maths:Learn the concepts of triangles from class work and 

text book. 

11/04/20 Saturday Maths: Practice Ex.6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 

13/04/20 Monday English: Design a poster on the importance of cleanliness in our 

life. Especially after the advent  of Corona Virus. 

Maths: Practice constructions of ch-10. 

14/04/20 Tuesday Maths: Learn the divisibility rules, LCM, HCF, Prime numbers 

Science: 1.  Draw a neat labelled diagram of water table. 

2. What are the various ways of water management? 

3. What are the various agents of pollination in a forest? 

4. Why should we worry about the conditions & issues of forests 

for from us? 

5. Why oil& fats should not be thrown in drains? 

6. What is sludge 
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15/04/20 Wednesday Hindi:  कोरोिा वायरस से बचिे के उपाय (25-30 ) शब्दो मे हलखखए  

English: Choose a social issue from your surroundings and write 

the ways in which you will create awareness for that issue through 

an advertisement, 


